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Cooking

COOKING

More than 56 million copies sold
Cooking – it’s that easy!
Everything at a glance: From the introduction via the
preparation to the finished dish.
The bestselling topics on enjoying your food, equipment, countries
and trendy topics – now “with it” as never before!
For everyone …
… who simply wants to get cooking.
… who’s looking for an easy way into a subject.

Simply easy!
All the recipes for beginners,
with 10 ingredients max.

The world’s most successful
cookbook series!
Now brand-new
and bang up to date.

NEW! The GU twist:
Recipes with a wow-effect that
you won’t find anywhere else.
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Quick orientation
Recipe and subheadings
so all the info is to the point.
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COOKING

Open flap …

… for that’s how easy it is! Compact
kitchen know-how just where you need it.

… so they’re at hand for
every recipe – and each
dish will be a success!
Interactive flaps:
Simply unfold the two
basic techniques …

BACK flap
FRONT flap
Easy start: at a glance
right to the heart of a topic.
Open the flap:
Basic technique
No. 1 and the best
cooking utensils!
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The perfect combination:
educate your tastebuds
with a wow-effect
Basic technique No. 2
and even more cookery
know-how
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COOKING

GU Kitchen Guides

All-rounder avocado – varied recipes from
savoury to sweet for every avocado fan.
Avocados are the top trending food – nothing
works without them. The green energy booster
is packed with vitamins and nutrients, and
popular as never before.
Varied and delicious – with its creamy consistency and mild aroma it scores in soups, salads,
main courses and desserts.
Avocado
Martina Kittler
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6625-8

Deep-frying, baking, frying and grilling
almost without fat – here are the best
GU recipes for the air fryer!

The one-pot-aroma-fireworks:
layer the ingredients, add spices,
cover, wait and enjoy!

Really delicious and guaranteed to succeed,
cooked to the point – professional cooking
made easy for at home.

A trending appliance – air fryers are today
one of the most popular cooking appliances for
deep-frying, frying, baking and grilling.

Highly aromatic and super-practical:
gently cooked, with a juicy taste and
all from one pot.

Cooked to the point without special utensils –
uncomplicated and highly aromatic.

Low in fat, rich in vitamins and healthy – gently
cooking with hot air makes it possible.

Uncomplicated: an easy-to-follow
explanation of the tagine principle.

Air Fryer
Matthias F. Mangold
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6799-6

Tagine
Martina Kittler
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6626-5

The most important tricks with
step-by-step instructions.
Sous-Vide
Nico Stanitzok
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6629-6

9.99 € [D]
9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018

9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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GU Kitchen Guides

Topseller topic low carb meets food for the
soul – easy recipes that make you happy.
Feasting without remorse:
low-carb recipes for grey days.
Lasting trend low carb: now as
soul-comforter and happy-maker.
Low Carb Food for the Soul
Cora Wetzstein
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6630-2

New Kitchen Guide! Tacos, tortillas,
burritos, enchiladas & more – favourite
classics of the Tex-Mex cuisine.
Tex-Mex classics olé: from tacos to burritos,
from guacamole to chilli con carne …
That’s how easy it is: from “fill the tortilla,
roll it up, fry and bake” to “Which ingredients will add
some Tex-Mex flavour to my cooking?”
Tex-Mex Cuisine
Tanja Dusy
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6627-2

Good for everyday and as easy as never before
– the best Vietnamese original recipes.

Mood food from the oven – with savoury
and sweet recipes.

The taste of Vietnam: uncomplicated
and yet sophisticated dishes for a culinary
mini trip.

Oven hits for every day: international recipes
from the oven – savoury and sweet.

That’s how easy it is: practical know-how
for all the typical preparation methods.
Vietnam
Nico Stanitzok
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6628-9

That’s how easy it is: from “Prepare the baking
dish” to “Which cheese melts best?”
Gratins
Inga Pfannebecker
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6623-4

9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018

COOKING

More than 527,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1984

9.99 € [D]
9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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GU Kitchen Guides
More than 256,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1997

More than 584,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1991

More than 4287,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1986

COOKING

More than 325,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1999

From savoury to sweet – the most delicious
recipes with this popular autumn vegetable.

Delicious food from the oven – compact,
varied, surprising and always tasty!

Great food for guests – the best raclette
recipes for little pans and hot stone.

Vegetables galore – new colourful recipe ideas
from the veggie cuisine.

For every taste: whether light starter,
colourful salad, hearty main course or
sweet dessert – everyone will find their
own favourite recipe here.

Dough, topping, flavour – one basic principle,
countless variations.

Good-mood food: nothing can go wrong.
Everyone cooks their own meal, then enjoys
it in a convivial round.

Veggies for every occasion: from the small
in-between snack to a fully fledged main course –
plus meals for guests.

Simply melt away: the most important facts
about the most popular types of cheese.

At a glance: lots of tips and tricks for delicious
meals free from meat.

At a glance: useful info on the most popular
pumpkin varieties, how to prepare and use
them and the best flavour combinations.
Pumpkin
Tanja Dusy
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6619-7

From rich and satisfying meals, via tasty titbits
to palatable gourmet experiences

Quiches
Cora Wetzstein
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6618-0

Raclette
Cornelia Schinharl
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6616-6

9.99 € [D]
9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Vegetarian
Martina Kittler
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6622-7

9.99 € [D]
9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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Baking fun the fast way –
super-easy and rich in variations, whether
sweet or savoury.
One appliance, countless ideas!
Waffles are great for anything – whether
quick and sweet, savoury and satisfying,
or with sophisticated filling or topping.
Easy substitutes for basic ingredients:
so your favourite waffles will turn out great for
vegans, or free from gluten or lactose.
Waffles
Angelika Ilies
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6624-1

More than 426,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 2002

COOKING

More than 534,000 copies sold
since the first edition of 1986

Wok, the tried-and-tested all-rounder – your easy
entry into the one-pot world of Asian cuisine.

50 new recipe ideas for pasta sauces that
everyone will love!

Simply quick and simply extraordinary –
50 new ideas for the miracle dough.

The wok is the archetypical one-pot meal utensil –
currently a hot trend.

Everyone’s favourites: 50 x sugo, salsa,
pesto and more.

Surprising: 50 varied and novel cake ideas
to make from just one basic dough.

Asian cooking for every day and all occasions,
the easy way.

That’s how easy it is: from “The right way
to cook pasta” to “Which type of pasta for
which sauce?”

For every occasion: from a fruity sweet
Bundt cake for a coffee break to an
elegant cake for festivities.

Wok
Angelika Ilies

1 Pasta – 50 Sauces
Inga Pfannebecker

1 Dough – 50 Cakes
Gina Greifenstein

64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6620-3

64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6617-3

64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6621-0

9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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The most successful Cookbook Series in the World!

15-Minute Cooking for
Singles

Antipasti & Tapas

Apple Cakes

1 Bread – 50 Spreads

Baking Bread

Burgers

Low Carb To Go

Vegetarian Low Carb

Lunch in a Jar

Lunch to go

Jams and Jellies

Baby Purées

Cocktails

Couscous, Quinoa & Co.

Cupcakes

Curries

Cooking with Steam

Detox Smoothies

Italy

Ready, Steady, Mix –
Party Food

Ready, Steady, Mix –
Quick Suppers

1 Mould – 50 Muffins

One Pot Pasta

Middle Eastern Cooking

Drinks without Alcohol

Express Suppers

Express Cookies

Express Cooking
for the Family

Low-Carb Express
Cooking

Vegan Express Cooking

Party Recipes

Pesto, Chutney & Co.

1 Frying Pan –
50 Recipes

Pancakes

Pizza & Tarte Flambée

Chocolate Candy &
Sweets

Vegetarian Express
Cooking

Finger Food

Fondues

Food Veggie Spirelli

Quick & Healthy for
Mother and Child

Green Smoothies

Clay Pot Cooking

1 Salad – 50 Dressings

Salads

Sauces

Streetfood

Cooking for Students

Indian Cooking

Little Express Cakes

Baby Menus

Cooking for Toddlers

Lentils, Chickpeas & Co

Low-Carb Baking

Soups

Sushi

Thailand

Vegan Baking

Vegan without Soya

Pulled Breads
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Price per book: 8,99 € [D]

All the books shown here are also
available as e-books.
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Meat has never been this tender:
Get started straightaway with the
book-plus-thermometer set!

COOKING

Tender & Moist at 80°C

The latest edition of the
successful set:
The easy way into
low-temperature cooking!

More than 327,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2006

Cooked to the point:
Meat and fish cooked to perfection
at a low temperature.

Easy and practical:
Oven and meat thermometer
in one.

The perfect core temperature:
A compact explanation
of the 80-degrees method.

Low-Temperature Cookimg Set
Nico Stanitzok
26 x 23 x 6.5 cm
Set of GU Kitchen Guide
plus meat thermometer
978-3-8338-6800-9
14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Tender & Moist at 80°C
Nico Stanitzok
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6614-2

1.

GU Kitchen
Guide

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018

TOP SELLERS

2.

Meat
r
Thermomete

more than 200,000 copies sold

Weber‘s Burger Set

Steam Cooking Set

I’ll Be Baking Today

Vegetable Spirelli Set

Cake Pops

Macaroons

Mini Cakes

Themed Cakes

19.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D.

14,99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]
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365 Recipes

This is
Cooking Every Day today:

COOKING

The new cooking guide for every day guide from GU

The cooking allrounder
for real life:
365 recipes for every day –
to take away, for the quick
after-work meal and for
relaxed weekend cooking

365 recipe highlights
for the “every day” cooking adventure …
… easy and “to go” for the lunch
break – from lushly filled sandwich
to lunch in a jar!
… end of the working day for
gourmets in a flash – from one-pot
pasta to minute steak!

Cooking for Every Day at its best:
With 365 recipe ideas, some to take away, some very
quick and some completely relaxed.

22

365 Recipes

Guaranteed to fill you up:
For all the main courses you’ll find side dish recipes
or recommendations.

400 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6760-6

All in one:
Tried-and-tested recipe classics and many new food trends.

Date of publication: 1 October 2018

20.00 € [D]
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All Around The Table
... and Everything On The Table
Cooking, eating, enjoying: relaxed as never before!

Dinner with friends has never
been easier or more relaxed:
Simply serve everything at
once – five to six dishes are
all put on the table together,
from the starter to the dessert.
Everyone grazes, picking
something here, something
there, the roast stands next
to tiramisu and antipasti –
and nothing can stop you
enjoying the company of
your friends!

10 trendy food themes for a successful dinner party:
From Arabian Nights or Fancy Veggie Dreams to American Diner.
Finished on the dot and on the table:
Detailed planning tips, overviews and cooking timelines make it possible.
Cooking alone or with your friends:
The book helps with organizational advice for all situations – whether
the host cooks alone, or everyone brings a dish to share, or all cook
together in the kitchen.

All Around The Table
… and Everything On The Table
Sebastian Hoffmann
216 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6696-8

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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New York Food Trends
The Big Apple close up – recipes and revelations

Immerse yourself in today’s
food scene of New York’s
trendiest neighborhoods:
First-hand facts, cool pix
and recipes around hot
culinary trends.
No other city is as
scrumptiously attractive
to globetrotting foodies
as the Big Apple.

Sonja Stötzel,
well-conncted food blogger
(www.madamecuisine.de) with
personal contacts in New York‘s
young gastro scene.

Discover New York’s food scene:
With the best trends and novelties, arranged by neighborhood.
Inspiration from the cult city:
Up close and tangible, with the latest photo reports.
Recipes for all those who want to be with it.

New York Food Trends
Sonja Stötzel
240 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6700-2

29.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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Christmas for the whole family
COOKING

Cooking, baking and crafting in the pre-Christmas time

The perfect companion for
the time before Christmas:
The best baking and cooking
recipes from GU and the most
attractive crafting ideas.

For the most beautiful time of year:
Recipes for cookies and cakes, winter food for the soul,
festive dishes, gifts from the kitchen and winter drinks.
With ever-lasting advent calendar:
24 easy crafting instructions for magical gifts and decorations –
plus Christmas carols and customs from around the world.

Christmas
for the whole family
192 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover with special cover finish
978-3-8338-6699-9
19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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Creative Delights from the Oven
COOKING

Grilling, roasting, stewing, steaming – newly discovered

The oven as a
gourmet space:
Using all of your oven’s functions
at their most ingenious and
delicious. Watch your oven
turn sun-yellow lemons
into crunchy crisps, enjoy the
perfect bite and roasted aroma
of green asparagus from the
baking tray and get complimented
on an unbelievably tender and
moist steamed chicken.
With basic dishes, sophisticated
recipes and exciting new versions
of oven classics.

S

aftig durch und durch und rosa bis
zum Rand: so ist Fleisch perfekt gegart. Am sichersten gelingt das im Ofen
mit Dampfgarfunktion: Große Stücke
garen hier bei sanften Temperaturen
bis zur optimalen Kerntemperatur – der
Wasserdampf sorgt dafür, dass Roastbeef,
Ossobuco oder Schweinebraten innen zart
bleiben und außen eine appetitliche Kruste
bekommen. Aber nicht nur Fleisch, auch
Fisch und Gemüse gelingen im Backofen
unvergleichlich gut – kein Wunder, dass er
das Herzstück jeder Küche ist.

The oven, your kitchen mate:
Discover the almost endless possibilities of sophisticated oven
cooking togther with NEFF, the oven experts.
Strech your oven to its limits:
Creative oven recipes, way beyond gratins and pizza from the
baking tray

Creative Delights from the Oven
Sven Katmando Christ
192 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6695-1

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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One Pot Mood Food

Sensual pleasure from the stockpot – stews, sauces, desserts and more

80 heart-warming recipes for pot, tray and pan

The standard reference book
for the triumphal comeback
of the broth:
Whether clear broth or creamy
soup, the base of sauces and
risottos, sweet dessert
concoctions or easy comfort
food for the family – broths
are the ultimate foundation
for the modern cuisine.

Food trend:
Stews, sauces, desserts and more
Soup variety for gourmets:
From hearty stews to exquisite consommés
More than just soup:
Sauces and dishes based on broths

The Best of Broths
Susanne Walter
192 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6153-6

24.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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The Best of Broths

A feeling of happiness,
security and comfort,
all from a single pot:
Here’s help for winter blues,
job hassles, broken hearts and
other everyday pains. The
preparation cannot be easier
and there is hardly anything
to wash up after the meal –
mood food at its best!

Trendy mood food:
Simply cook away your misery. Now easier than ever in just
one pot, tray or pan.
The perfect gift for you and me:
A cooking and reading book, emotionally designed throughout.
Can you eat yourself happy?
But of course you can! Over 80 edible remedies – some savoury,
some sweet – have been brought together in one book.

One Pot Mood Food
Susanne Bodensteiner, Sabine Schlimm
192 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6763-7

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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Meal Prep:

Ingeniously easy recipes without starter dough,

Cook x 1 – Lunches to go x 4

COOKING

On your Dough
soaking, rising or other complications

Lunch break today:
1 basic recipe and up to
4 delicious lunch variations
for every day in the office.
Simplicity is paramount in
this meal-prep book – all the
portions are ready made in
1 hour max per week! The
dishes are cleverly adapted
for every day so they don’t
always taste the same.

The easy way to never-ending
bread delight – for these recipes,
all you need is a love of baking.
From no-knead-breads via cloud
bread made from cream cheese
and eggs, to bread made from fruits
(banana bread) or vegetables
(courgette bread): Many new
techniques make bread baking not
only easier, but also more exciting!

Raffiniert, aber total easy

WALNU SSBRÖ TCHEN

1

Für 6 Stück
Zubereitungszeit: 15 Min.
Gehzeit: 1 Std.
Backzeit: 25 Min.
Pro Stück ca. 260 kcal,
8 g E, 11 g F, 33 g KH
100 g Walnusskerne (ersatzweise
Mandeln oder andere Nusskerne,
z. B. Haselnusskerne)
250 g Weizenmehl Type 550
Salz
2 TL Trockenhefe
2 TL Honig
Außerdem:
Mehl zum Arbeiten

EASY

3

2

4

1). Mehl, 1 TL Salz und
1 Die Walnusskerne grob hacken (Bild
Hefe und Honig mit 160 ml
70 g Nüsse in einer Schüssel mischen.
zur Mehlmischung geben
lauwarmem Wasser verrühren. Die Hefedes Handrührgeräts und
und alles ca. 5 Min. erst mit den Knethaken
Den Teig mit Frischhalanschließend mit den Händen gut verkneten.
warmen Ort gehen lassen.
tefolie abdecken und 1 Std. an einem
Schiene von unten) schieben
2 Ein Backblech in den Backofen (2.
auf den Ofenboden stellen. Den
und eine ofenfeste Schale mit Wasser
Ofen auf 230° vorheizen.
Den Teig auf wenig Mehl in
3 Einen Bogen Backpapier bereitlegen.
bemehlten Händen rund
sechs Stücke teilen. Jedes Stück mit leicht
ein Loch in die Mitte
rollen (Bild 2). Dann mit einem Kochlöffelstiel
mit dem Löffel leicht verdrücken und durch kreisende Bewegungen
setzen, mit Wasser begrößern (Bild 3). Brötchen auf das Backpapier
Übrige Nüsse (30 g) daraufstreichen und mit etwas Mehl bestäuben.
streuen und leicht andrücken (Bild 4).
auf das heiße Blech ziehen,
4 Die Brötchen mit dem Backpapier
Ofen nehmen. Brötchen 18 Min.
dieses dafür am besten kurz aus dem
entfernen und die Brötchen
backen, dann die Schale mit dem Wasser
Auf einem Kuchengitter ausin ca. 7 Min. goldbraun fertig backen.

DEKORIERT

kühlen lassen.

109

Just start and get going straightaway:
Baking bread is actually not a science.
Less is simply more:
Without sour dough starter, soaking grains or other
ingredient kerfuffle.
Easy shopping at the supermarket:
Simplified preparation methods and 5 clever tricks for
big “wows”.

On your Dough
Anna Walz
160 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6762-0

16.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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Thousands of clicks online and now a book from GU:
Meal prep, the easiest lunchtime solution.
Cook x 1 for yummy lunch breaks x 4:
Without cumbersome weekly schedules, freezing, multiple
cooking or storage
Contents:
Bento box and more; Wrap and take away; Keep and
reheat; Share it – Meal prep for two

Meal Prep
Lena Merz
144 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Softcover
978-3-8338-6697-5

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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The 20/80 Cookbook for Working People

Changing only 20% of your
eating behaviour and keeping
80% of your favourite eating
habits.
With new, extra-easy recipes
and practical timesaving and
organizational tips to help you
integrate the Principle into
your everyday life.

MEAT, FISH, EGGS,
MILK, DAIRY
PRODUCTS AND
PULSES

ClevErly
CombIned
On tHe
Plate

PASTA, POTATOES, RICE,
BREAD AND
HIGH-QUALITY OILS
AND FATS

COOKING

The weight loss success principle

If you understand what your body really needs,
then you’ll know what constitutes a healthy diet and
how to make it work for yourself – not just because
you feel better and fitter.

Dr. Matthias Riedl
is a nutrionist, diabetologist,
book author and the medical director
and founder of medicum Hamburg,
an innovative medical care center. He
is supported by a competent team of
dieticians and ecotrophologists.

VEGETABLES, SALADS,
MUSHROOMS, LOWSUGAR FRUIT

Dr. Riedl, the Nutrition Doc, knows the needs of the overweight,
takes them seriously and motivates them to persevere.

OTHER TITLES BY THE AUTHOR

Individual weight-loss strategies that are easy to combine with
a full-time job
More than 80 everyday recipes that are quick to prepare, with short
lists of ingredients – easy to make in advance and take away.

Eat Yourself Healthy

Losing Weight with
the 20/80 Principle

Healthy Eating with
Diabetes

Express-Cooking
Diabetes

29.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]
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The 20/80 Cookbook for Working
People
Nutritionist Dr. Matthias Riedl
160 pp., 17 x 23.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6694-4

16.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 11 December 2018
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Low Carb Forever
Four steps to free yourself from the carbohydrate trap
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COOKING

LOW CARB – THREE TIMES TOP!

The gentle start to
a low-carb diet with
the 4-phase programme:
Detecting and defusing carb
bombs; replacing one meal a day
with a low-carb dish; mastering
a first low-carb-only period
of time; and then finally
celebrating Low Carb Forever!
Suitable for everyday use,
motivating and sustainable,
with storage lists and checklists
to create your own weekly
menu plans.

Top Sale
s at GU:
More tha
n 580,0
00 copie
s
sold sinc
e 2014.

Top Success:
e long
h
t
r
o
f
s
s
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t
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p
h
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w
d
n
a
term

ALREADY PUBLISHED
more than 150,000 copies sold

A healthy diet for the long term:
Reducing carbs slowly and sustainably to a healthy level with the help of
the 4-phase programme – and effortlessly losing weight in the process .

Low Carb Forever
Martina Kittler, Bettina Snowdon

Enjoying food instead of banning it:
Everyday delicious recipes with lots of extras.

160 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Softcover
978-3-8338-6761-3

Several benefits:
Losing surplus pounds and reducing the risk of diet-induced disease.
The Low-Carb
Cookbook

Low Carb – The Gold
Edition

Low Carb at Work

Low Carb for
Lazybones

Low Carb High Fat

19.99 € [D]

15.00 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]
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16.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 11 December 2018
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Health
&
Body
Aufmacher

40

HHG
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Measuring and Increasing Performance

My Hormones – Am I Remote Controlled?

The best professional sports methods for use in
endurance and strength training

All about the secret
controllers of our lives:
Whether it’s about happiness,
sex or metabolic hormones –
you’re guaranteed to have many
an “oh, I see” reaction.
Dr. Wimmer explains,
competently and in a relaxed
manner, the main hormonal
complaints and what can be
done to balance
body and soul.

The first-ever book on the subject
written for ambitious amateur
sportspeople:
How to ideally measure and
analyse training success and
individually optimize endurance
or strength training.

Prof. Ingo Froböse
is a professor at the renowned German
Sports University in Cologne where he
heads the Centre for Health as a sports
scientist specializing in health sciences.
One of the leading health experts in
Germany, he is a scientific advisor to
numerous health insurance companies,
advises almost all major German
magazines and is also present on TV.

Comprehensive:
All you need to know about the basics of athletic performance and
targeted training for endurance and strength training.
Professional knowledge for amateur sportspeople:
Optimally improve your performance without endangering
your health.

Measuring and Increasing Performance
Prof. Ingo Froböse
176 pp., 17 x 23.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6511-4

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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Dr. Johannes Wimmer
is a practicing physician and
Germany‘s best-known internet doctor. With his explanatory
videos on YouTube and Facebook,
he transmits medical knowledge in
an entertaining and understandable
fashion to millions of viewers. On
German TV, for example, he can be
seen presenting his own programme,
“Knowledge is the best medicine”.
In 2018, the first issue of his own
popular magazine “Dr. Wimmer”
was published.

Exciting:
On a journey of discovery inside our bodies – how
hormones control us

My Hormones
Am I Remote Controlled?
Dr. Johannes Wimmer

Popular:
Complex hormonal processes in the body explained in a
simple and vivid, easy and humorous way

128 pp., 16 x 21.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6687-6

Authentic and authoritative:
Dr. Wimmer not only speaks and writes about medicine,
he is also a practising physician who daily encounters
many patients, their ailments and concerns

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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On the trail of the powerful messengers

GU Quickfinder

more than 150,000 copies sold

Why Abstinence is Bad for your Health
and Sex Protects you from Cancer
more than 150,000 copies sold

Anti-ageing secrets for pleasure lovers

H E A LT H & B O D Y

People who enjoy life
live longer – surprising
ﬁndings and infotainment
from the expert.

The bestselling Quickfinder concept, to help
you quickly find the right remedy.

Easy to search – quick to find:
with many additional tips for self-treatments.

Easy-to-use book structure: all complaints
have been arranged “from head to toe”.

The easy way to diagnose your own complaints
with the help of diagram tables.

Quickﬁnder Homeopathy
Dr. Markus Wiesenauer

Quickﬁnder Cell Salts
Günther H. Heepen

152 pp., 21 x 18.5 cm
Softcover
978-3-8338-6512-1

144 pp., 21 x 18.5 cm
Softcover
978-3-8338-6513-8

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Prof. Dr. Bernd Kleine-Gunk
President of the German Society of
Anti-Ageing Medicine (GSAAM)
since 2009, he organizes national
and international training and
workshops in the field of anti-ageing
medicine and is one of the leading
German-speaking representatives of
this innovative branch of research.

Humorous:
In this book, Prof. Kleine-Gunk conveys the subject of his health
guide “Living 15 years longer”, published in 2017, in an entertaining,
easy-going and surprisingly different manner.
Practical:
Scientifically proven tips beyond the all-too-familiar mixed with
the right dose of pleasure.
Competent:
Prof. Kleine-Gunk is one of the world’s leading experts on anti-ageing.
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Why Abstinence is Bad for your Health
and Sex Protects you from Cancer
Prof. Dr. med. Bernd Kleine-Gunk
160 pp., 11.8 x 18.8 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6707-1

10.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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More than 15 million copies sold!
The new structure offers the reader easy orientation
and a quick way into the book.
Individually designed flaps with key facts and infographics.
New clear layout!

our bestselling series
now completely
revised
and in a new look.
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The most successful
Health Guides
on the market –

At a glance!
Easy colour guide system
for theory and practice.

Practical
Exercises and recipes with step-by-step
explanation, clearly matching each picture.

Quick orientation
The clearly structured layout
makes it extra-easy to read.
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GU Health Guides
More than 90,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2013

H E A LT H & B O D Y

More than 120,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2009

The most comprehensive guide to roughage,
an underrated component in waistline control
and general health.
Step by step: an easy programme that changes
your diet in 3 phases to one that is rich in fibre,
with 40 filling yet slimming recipes.
At a glance: a large section with tables shows
the fibre content of foods and dishes.
Multi-Talent Dietary Fibre
Active digestion, strong immune system, great figure
Prof. Ibrahim Elmadfa,
Dr. Alexa Leonie Meyer

The bestseller on hypertension – a scientifically
proven holistic concept

Cupping the modern way: the first competent
cupping programme for home use.

Individual: differentiating between stress, abdominal
and chaos types makes this therapy particularly effective and flexible, with minimal side effects.

From head to toe: simple instructions that
work, for every body zone.

Holistic approach: exercise, diet, body care and
care of the soul

Effective: free from pain and a good blood
circulation thanks to hypotension – using the
colourful cups.

Lowering your Blood Pressure
The 3-type concept
Annette Bopp, Dr. Thomas Breitkreuz

Cupping – The First Cupping Programme for Home Use
Modern cupping therapy for back problems,
fatigue, headaches and much more
Heike Oellerich, Miriam Wessels

128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6657-9

Revised new edition
128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6656-2

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6611-1

12.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

The only real exercise book on the successful
Transcendental Chinese Medicine topic of
“Living with your own internal clock”.
Holistic: using natural rhythms to achieve
greater well-being.
Practical: many concrete applications show
how you can use the Organ Clock to alleviate
discomfort.
The Organ Clock
Healthy and in harmony with our natural rhythms
Dagmar Hemm, Andreas Noll
Revised new edition
128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6652-4

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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GU Health Guides
More than 43,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2013

H E A LT H & B O D Y

More than 51,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2015

The GU bestseller on fascia training, with
detailed instructions and personalized
programmes.

Making home remedies the fast way in the
Thermomix with bestselling author Melanie
Wenzel.

Effective: pain-free and mobile thanks to
targeted fascia training – without the need for
special equipment or a fascia roll.

Practical and comprehensive: more than
60 easy recipes with step-by-step instructions for making your own remedies quickly

Individual: programmes for all body zones
– with a self-test to help you find the weak
points.

Two trendy topics in one: natural remedies
and the Thermomix.

Fascia Training
Greater mobility, health and dynamics
Dr. Siegbert Tempelhof,
Daniel Weiss, Anna Cavelius

My Quick Natural Pharmacy
Medicinal plants quickly stirred in the Thermomix
Melanie Wenzel

Revised new edition
128 p., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6651-7

96 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6595-4

12.99 € [D]
14.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Successfully programming the metabolism for
weight loss with the ketogenic diet.

Clinically proven: the best methods for
self-treatment during cancer therapy

Debunked: decades of warnings about fat have
been scientifically refuted. Today, carbohydrates
are thought to be the cause of obesity and more.

Informative & practical: everything patients
want to know, and what you can actively do
for yourself to overcome side-effects.

Practical: four-week plan with around
60 deliciously filling recipes.

Authoritative: by Germany’s No. 1 expert
on complementary medical therapies, side
by side with classic cancer therapy.

Low Carb High Fat
The keto diet for beginners
Maiko Kerner, Prof. Jürgen Vormann
Revised new edition
128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6653-1

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Cancer Therapy without Complaints
Effective relief for side-effects with naturopathic therapies
Dr. Daniela Paepke, Anna Cavelius
144 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6224-3

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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GU Health Guides
More than 500,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 1999

Good Food – Sirtfood

Acupressure

Alkaline Fasting

Chia

Reducing Cholesterol
with Natural Remedies

Green Proteins

Menopause –
Without Complaints

Fasting and Yoga

Fat Burner Smoothies

Feng Shui

Ageing Well and Fit

The Minimum-Effort
Fitness Programme

14.99 € [D]

Compact and scientifically sound: the bestselling GU classic on maintaining an acid-alkaline
balance.
Competent: everything you need to know about
the acid-alkaline balance – causes, symptoms,
hyperacidity-related illnesses, self-help.
Easy method: the 8-day cure for body & soul –
exercises and delicious recipes in perfect balance.
Acid-Alkaline Balance
The key to better wellbeing
Dr. Eva-Maria Kraske
Revised new edition
128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6654-8

14.99 € [D]

The bestseller on Schuessler Cell Salts, for
an easy start and safe self-treatment.
Reliable self-help: easily treating more than
80 everyday complaints in adults and children
– without any side-effects.
Competent: Günther H. Heepen is the
expert on using cell salts in treatments.

Fructose Intolerance

Treating Hashimoto
Holistically

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Body Language

Turmeric

Homeopathy

Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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The Magic 11
of Homeopathy

Regulating Hormones
Naturally

Interval Fasting

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Schuessler-Salts
Basic handbook
Günther H. Heepen
Revised new edition
128 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6655-5

Running for Beginners

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

H E A LT H & B O D Y

More than 450,000 copies sold
since the first edition in 2000

The most successful Health Guides on the market!

Liver & Gallbladder –Natural Low Carb High Fat
Detox and Strengthening
14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Eating Properly After
Fasting

Health Risk: Belly Fat

Tummy & Guts

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Natural Doping

Organs in Balance

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Price per book 99 € [D]

Natural Antibiotics

Green Smoothies

14.99 € [D]
All the books shown here are also
available as e-books.
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FOREVER
SLIM

Use Your Gut to Lose Weight
The sensational microbiome diet

Healthy nutrition
for the microbiome

H E A LT H & B O D Y

Whether we are round or slim is mostly decided
by our gut. Billions of bacteria and other microbes
live there, forming the microbiome. Among other
things, they support digestion, provide the body
with nutrients and control the body weight in
an amazing way. The good news is that shaping
your intestinal bacteria through proper nutrition
will help you lose weight more easily and
stay lean over time.

The new

TREND
OUR TEAM OF TOP AUTHORS

explain the current state of scientific research on the microbiome; give varied nutritional tips;
and help with numerous recipes to make the intestinal flora think slim:
The medical journalist:
Dr. Suzann Kirschner-Brouns
is a physician, medical journalist and mediator. She has been writing on health for renowned publishers and magazines for
20 years. In the past, she was the chief editor of a specialist gynecological magazine as well as the founder and longterm
shareholder in a film production company in the area of health. Today she is the chief editor of the “wohl” health supplement of Der Spiegel magazine.

The gastroenterologist:
Prof. Wolfgang Kruis
is a specialist for internal medicine with an emphasis on gastroenterology as well as the chief physician of the Clinic
for Gastroenterology, Pulmonology and General Internal Medicine of the Protestant Hospital of Kalk in Cologne.
He is a board member and advisor to many national and international medical societies specializing in intestinal health.
Since 1992, he has chaired the board of the German ulcerative colitis / Crohn’s disease association. He is considered
a pioneering researcher on the microbiome and has written several books on the topic.

The food journalist:
Ira König
is an environmental and health educator and has worked for over 17 years as editor, freelance food and cookery
journalist and author. Natural, sustainable recipes without additives are particularly important to her. GRÄFE UND
UNZER VERLAG have published her titles “Big Bowls” and “Asparagus: Spring Happiness by the Stick”.

Up to date:
A diet based on the latest scientific findings from microbiome
research.
Comprehensive:
Over 90 recipes to cleanse your colon and reduce your
weight.
Authoritative:
Written by a top team of authors – a medical journalist,
a gastroenterologist and a cookbook author.

Use Your Gut to Lose Weight
Dr. Suzann Kirschner-Brouns,
Prof. Wolfgang Kruis, Ira König
192 pp., 17 x 23.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6701-9

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 11 December 2018
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Bestsellers Health
Bestsellers YOGA & FITNESS

The Muscle Workout

Yoga Basics (with DVD)

Yoga! The Best Exercises

The Big Yoga Book

16.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

15.00 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

Fascia yoga – even gentler
and more effective exercises
with the fascia roll.
Yoga and fascia training are
a wonderful team. In many
classic yoga exercises, the
fascia are stretched and
strengthened. With some
dynamic modifications of
these asanas, the effect can
be further enhanced.
This guide introduces different
types of fascia rolls and balls
as well as different rolling
techniques to achieve
a variety of benefits.

Bestsellers HEALTH

Osteoarthritis –
Active against Pain

Live 15 Years Longer

Healing Your Back
Yourself

Natural and Healthy
Detox

Ageing Well with the
Best Healing Plants

22.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

22.99 € [D]

The “Dr Heart”
Heart Coach

The Never-Ageing
Story

Fascinating
Intestine

Eat Yourself Healthy

Dr. Feld’s Big Sleep
School

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

24.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

On trend:
Yoga and fascia training, now expanded to include the use
of fascia rolls.

Bestsellers HEALTHY DIET

Unique:
Exercises developed by the author herself using different fascia rolls,
which she has combined into effective flows.

Free from Sugar

Sugar-free Baking

Sugar - The Secret
Killer

The 5:2 Diet

The Acid-Alkaline
Balance Cookbook

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]
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Competent:
Amiena Zylla is the No. 1 expert in fascia yoga, and trains
international yoga teachers in this discipline.

Yoga with the Fascia Roll
Amiena Zylla
80 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6413-1

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 12 November 2018
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Yoga with the Fascia Roll
More agility, better health, greater suppleness

Fascia Training for the Back

Free from Foot Pain at Last!

Pain-free and flexible – fast and for the long term

The best exercises for bunions and other ailments

The only foot school
including DVD and
streaming –bringing you
programmes for the most
common foot problems.
H E A LT H & B O D Y

Back pain and fascia
training – two strong topics
in one book plus DVD.
Effectively treating chronic
or acute problems by
streching matted fascia and
thus reducing painful
shortenings and adhesions.

Stand
Trainieren Sie Ihre Füße! Der richtige

1
UNTERSCHENK ELDREH MOBIL
®
(SPIRALDYNAM IK )
Bein locker
ǉ Sie sitzen am Boden, das linke
gebeug
gebeugausgestreckt, das rechte mit 90 Grad
steht auf
tem Knie aufgestellt. Der rechte Fuß
einer Socke.
Ihren
Umgreifen Sie mit beiden Händen fest
unter
Unterschenkel. Die Daumen liegen knapp
auf dem
der Kniekehle, die Finger vorn mittig

ǉ

Schienbein.
Sie den Unterschenkel deutlich ein
die

3

Drehen
Sie
und wieder zur Mitte zurück. Betonen
Einwärtsdrehung | 1 | .

ǉ

ist
Strecken Sie das Bein etwas, das Knie
Dre
Dreweniger oder nur noch minimal gebeugt.
hen Sie nun ausschließlich in die Innenrotation.
Bewe
der BeweJe größer die Streckung, desto kleiner
gungsausschlag | 2 | .

4
UNTERSCHENK ELDREH FIXIERT
®
(SPIRALDYNAM IK )
haben das
ǉ Sie sitzen auf einem Stuhl und
Fuß
rechte Bein 90 Grad gebeugt. Der rechte
steht fest auf dem Boden.

ǉ

2

Umgreifen Sie mit beiden Händen Ihren
Unterschenkel, die Daumen liegen wieder
vorn mitknapp unter der Kniekehle, die Finger
tig auf dem Schienbein.

Run2 Run
Wiederholen Sie die Bewegungen in
den à 15-mal mit jedem Bein.

ǉ

ǉ

GUT ZU WISSEN

leicht
ǉ Drehen Sie nun den Unterschenkel
da sich
nach innen. Die Bewegung ist minimal,
der Fuß nicht drehen kann | 3 | .

Ist die Beinachse gerade, hat der Oberschenkel
Der
eine leichte Anspannung in die Außenrotation.
die Innen
Unterschenkel dagegen ist minimal in
rotation gedreht. Bei einem 90 Grad gebeugten
Grad nach
Knie kann der Unterschenkel bis zu 10
gestreck
gestreck
innen drehen. Die Einwärtsdrehung bei
ent
ent
tem Bein ist nur noch gering und gleichzeitig
Beins.
scheidend für die »Verschraubung« des
Diese Drehübungen eignen sich auch hervorragend
bei Kniebeschwerden, zum Beispiel Kniearthrose.

der
Kombinieren Sie die Minidrehung mit
Vorstellung, dass sich der Unterschenkelnach
knochen einwärts und der Innenknöchel
hinten dreht.

ǉ

®
HÜFTDREH (SPIRALDYNAM IK )
Kopf,
ǉ Sie liegen auf Ihrer linken Körperseite.
Die obere
Rücken, Becken, Fersen in einer Linie.
Boden ab.
Hand stützt sich vor dem Bauch am

Das untere Bein ist gestreckt. Das obere
Grad in der
Bein liegt vor dem Körper und ist 90
Hüfte und im Kniegelenk gebeugt.

ǉ

Drehen Sie nun das rechte Knie nach
.
Der rechte Fuß bleibt am Boden | 4 |

ǉ

oben.

n,
Drehen Sie zurück in die Ausgangspositio
einiohne das Knie komplett abzulegen. Nach
Tiefe die
gen Wiederholungen sollten Sie in der
spüren.
Muskelkraft der Hüftaußenrotatoren

ǉ

Wiederholen Sie in 2 bis 3 Runden à
mit jedem Bein.

ǉ

15-mal

Wiederholen Sie die Bewegung
10- bis 15-mal mit jedem Bein.

ǉ

27
26

Authoritative:
The latest findings on the role played by the fascia in back pain,
presented in an easy-to-understand way.
Practical:
Exercises with and without fascia roll, for the three main problem
areas of cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine.
With DVD:
7 holistic training sets of 10 minutes each for 7 days, to do at home.

Fascia Training for the Back
Stefan Rieth
80 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6659-3

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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The best:
The best exercises using different therapeutic methods –
from classic gymnastics to spiral dynamics, fascia massage
and yoga.
Relief:
Effective self-help for all patients with foot pain.
Competent author:
A physiotherapist specialized in feet who has come across
all the typical problems at her clinic.

Free from Foot Pain at Last!
Stella Arndt
80 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6688-3

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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Our Multimedia Series at a Glance

The 8-Minute Workout

The Ten Keys to the
Heart

Mindfulness Training

Autogenic Training

Barre Workout

Pelvic Floor Training

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

Dynamic Fascia Yoga

Fit While You Sit

Free from Fear and
Panic Attacks

Healing Meditations

Meditation

Meditation with Internal
Images

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

Miniband Workout

Muscle Training for Late
Beginners

Pilates

Pilates for Late
Starters

Progressive Muscle
Relaxation

Qigong

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

Quantum Healing
for Body and Soul

Acute Training for the
Back

Thera-Band – The
8-Minute Workout

Sleep like a Baby with
Self-Hypnosis

Yin Yoga

Yoga for the Back

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

All the books shown here are also
available as e-books.

Yoga Nidra

Yoga

16.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]
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mind & soul

Powerhouse Nature
Discovering your roots, finding peace, experiencing growth

Jennie Appel
is committed to building bridges
between shamanic traditions and our
modern world. She sees her special
task in creating new roots for life
from the traditions of our ancestors
and thus to lead people to their own
centre, to their own visions of life and
to the source of their self-healing
powers.
Dirk Grosser
is an author, musician and seminar
leader as well as the editor of the
mindfulness magazine moment by
moment. He has worked for many
years with the mysticism of world
religions and their meditation
traditions, and often advises people
in spiritual crises.

Hot topic:
Nature as an inner guide to a mindful life and inner growth.
Unique:
Specially designed exercises and meditations to connect with
nature and the forces of nature.
Authoritative:
Jennie Appel and Dirk Grosser work as psychological and Life
Energy Coaches and write for mindfulness magazines.

60

Powerhouse Nature
Jennie Appel, Dirk Grosser
224 pp, 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
plus CD of about 70 minutes running time
978-3-8338-6544-2
29.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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A lavish book plus CD
with 4 Guided Meditations
for those who want to live
mindfully with nature.

Love Your Inner Child

A Happy Ending in the Cinema of the Mind

... and discover what makes you strong

How to free ourselves from beliefs that stand in the way of our happiness

The tried-and-tested
5-type concept for successful
work with your inner child.
Releasing your inner blockages
and taking the key to selfesteem, joy of life and
harmonious relationships
into your own hands.

An ingenious happiness
tuning for our thoughts.

Dr. Matthias Hammer
is a psychologist and has been
working in her private practice for
behavioral therapy since 2013. He
completed postgraduate training in
stress management at the Roosevelt
University of Chicago, is active in
scientific research, and has published
books and articles on mental illness,
mindfulness and stress management.
He lectures at specialist conferences
and is a seminar leader, coach and
supervisor.

Self-awareness:
An explanation of the five inner child types; a test allows you
to discover your own type.
Healing:
Case studies and exercises help you to reconcile with the facts
and to understand the underlying needs.
Experienced author:
A renowned psychotherapist with many years of practical
experience.
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Love Your Inner Child
Dr. Matthias Hammer
160 pp., 16 x 21.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6174-1

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018

H E A LT H & B O D Y

Katharina Middendorf
is a psychotherapy naturopath,
author and expert in yoga. In 2008,
she founded the Nivata® yoga school
and has since been training yoga
teachers. She works with people in
diverse life situations, with trauma
and relationships occupying a large
space. In addition, she is a couple and
sex therapist and has written several
books (including for GU).

Ralf Sturm
is a psychotherapy naturopath.
Since 1998, he has had many years
of meditation and mindfulness practice
in Europe and Asia (among others, with
the Dalai Lama, Thich Nhat Hanh) and
has trained meditation teachers. Since
2011, he has worked as a couple and sex
therapist, and since 2015 as a lecturer
for systemic counselling and therapy.

Proven:
Based on millennia-old scriptures from Yoga and Buddhism.
Contemporary:
Made useable for today’s readers with case histories and
practical impulses.
Taking off the pressure:
Without a claim to perfection or pressure for selfoptimization, readers learn to free themselves from
their typical thought traps.

A Happy Ending in the Cinema of the Mind
Katharina Middendorf, Ralf Sturm
160 pp, 16 x 21.5 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6414-8

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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Bestsellers Mind & Soul

more than 75,000 copies sold

Your Path to
Loving Yourself

Serene like Buddha

I Can Feel Something
You Can‘t Feel

The Enemy in my
Head

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

Become Who You
Want To Be

The Kaleidoscope
of Life

Shaolin

Buddha’s instructions
for Hapiness

Strong in Change

16.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

Enneagramm

Don‘t Panic, my
dear Fear

Not Thinking about
it isn’t a Solution

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

A Handful of
Happiness

A Declaration of Love

H E A LT H & B O D Y

Why not?

The right exercise for every life situation,
life question and however much time you
have to spare.

The spiritual companion for the home –
experiencing and enjoying the special magic
of your inner Way of St. James.

Free from Stress
My exercise book for more serenity and relaxation
Imke Wangerin

The Way of St. James for at home
In 52 steps on the way to myself
Dr. Christiane Schlüter

80 pp, 15.5 x 23.5 cm, Softcover
978-3-8338-6610-4

120 pp, 18 x 15 cm, wire-binding
978-3-8338-2352-7

9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 6 August 2018

Date of publication: 2 July 2018

Bestsellers HANDBAG BOOKS

TOP SELLERS

Decluttering
Price per book: 9.99 € [D]
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Mindfulness

Decelerating

Letting Go

Self-Confidence

The Everyday
Buddhist

The Everyday
Shaman

The Everyday
Shaolin

Price per book: 9.99 € [D]

65

Parenting &
Family

66

67

Successful authors

A Warm and Secure Home that Gives You Wings

Stefanie Stahl and
Julia Tomuschat

Giving support and gifting freedom –
how to educate without educating

Stefanie Stahl and Julia Tomuschat
are psychologists and run seminars
on working with the inner child.
Stefanie Stahl has written several bestsellers
(e.g. “The child in you has to find a home”).
Julia Tomuschat – a mother of two –
has adapted the topic for education.
www.sonnenkindprinzip.de

For all those parents who want
to know how to suyrvive the years
of bringing up their children in
as balanced a way as possible and
what to do to ensure that their
children develop a psychologically
healthy, strong personality.

For all those parents who’ve read
Stefanie Stahl’s earlier successful
book, “The child in you needs to
find a home”, who have benefitted
from it, and who now wish to transfer
this knowledge to their family and life
with their own children.

Sample text

PA R E N T I N G & FA M I LY

©Foto: Roswitha Kaster

explain how to educate
without educating.

Finding the balance between clinging onto and letting go – how
parents can give their children roots and wings at the same time
The heartfelt concern of all parents:
Strengthening self-esteem and ensuring that our children grow
into healthy, happy adults.
Educating in a relaxed manner means DOING less but instead
BEING more aware.
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A Warm and Secure Home that
Gives You Wings
Stefanie Stahl, Julia Tomuschat
240 pp., 13.5 x 21 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6725-5

17.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 12 November 2018
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Mom Hacks – Food

The Big Book of Pregnancy
Comprehensive advice for every week

The best tricks for colourful, healthy food for children

more than 200,000 copies sold
The most authoritative
pregnancy book on the
German market – now
revised and completely
up-to-date, with new
illustrations.
A unique work of reference
conveys modern medical
knowledge in a sensitive and
easy-to-understand way.

PA R E N T I N G & FA M I LY

Julia Lanzke
Primary school teacher and mother
of two, Julia’s mamiblock videoblog
provides tips, tricks and ideas for
parents, babies and children that
get straight to the point.
www.mamiblock.de

Easy:
New ideas for the kindergarten or school lunchbox, quickly
conjured up every day.
Practical:
Without much effort or expense, lasting practical help around
the dining table, ready for use.
Competent:
The author has tested all the hacks for everyday usefulness and
also had some of her 650,000 followers check them in advance.
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Mom Hacks – Food
Julia Lanzke
144 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6650-0

14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Practical:
Read how babies develop and what changes in the mother’s body
week by week.
A comprehensive reference book:
This book provides a clear overview of all important topics during
pregnancy, childbirth and the first weeks with a new baby
Up to date:
State-of-the-art screening and examination methods are described in
detail and richly illustrated.

The Big Book of Pregnancy
Prof. Franz Kainer, Annette Nolden
Revised new edition
420 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6380-6

29.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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Mummy to go – Checklists for pregnancy & birth
Health & Screening – Life – Organization

Mummy to go – Checklists for the First Three Years
Development & Health – Everyday life – Law & Finance

A compact guide for
pragmatists:
Tick what’s important.

A sequel to the successful
mummy-to-go checklists, for
the baby and toddler years.

To the point:
All the indispensable information
and tips for expecting parents.

A relief:
The uncomplicated and
accessible version for all those
who do not want to drive themselves (or be driven) crazy with
too much knowledge.

Mummy to go –
Checklists for Pregnancy & Birth
Silke R. Plagge
144 pp., 15 x 18 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6720-0

At a glance:
Know-how in the form of
checklists, packaged in a pretty
design, in single- and doublepage format
Mummy to go –
Checklists for the First Three Years
Silke R. Plagge
PA R E N T I N G & FA M I LY

At a glance:
Know-how in the form of
checklists, packaged in a pretty
design, in single- and doublepage format

144 pp., 15 x 18 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6545-9

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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Baby’s Milestones

The Magic Beetle

35 cards to capture and remember the

A loving method to help children fall asleep

moments of great happiness in a baby’s first year

100% success guaranteed!
The playful method to help
children quickly fall asleep –
created in loving interaction
between child and parent.

1.

35
st
illu rated
cards

The most beautiful card box for baby’s birth
– with garland and pegs for presentation.

10 x
display pegs

3.

Garland

PA R E N T I N G & FA M I LY

2.

Martin Sutoris
invented the magic-beetle method
for his two children. After his music
and psychology studies, Martin
completed several coaching courses
before setting up his own practice
as a coach, trainer, educator
and university lecturer on neurolinguistic programming, relaxation,
mental training and hypnosis.

for
displays

Captured:
Simply record each important development step on a card
and never forget it again.

Baby’s Milestones
Swantje Hinrichsen

Relaxing:
The parents are relieved, because the daily falling-asleep
battle has been magicked away.

Individual:
For baby’s first birthday, all the cards can be hung up and
displayed on the enclosed garland.

16.5 x 20 cm
35 cards with garland
and pegs for displaying
402-6633-0-0067-1

Personalizable:
Together with the children, you can create your very own
magic beetle story.

Lasting:
Even years later, you’ll be able to recall these happy events
with the help of the cards.
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14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 12 November 2018

Together:
Sharing a falling-asleep ritual creates closeness and trust
between parent and child.

The Magic Beetle
Martin Sutoris
64 pp., 16.5 x 20 cm
Softcover with flaps
978-3-8338-6613-5

9.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018
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Parenting & Family – the most successful Guides
Bestsellers PREGNANCY

Bestsellers BABY

more than 200,000 copies sold

Pregnancy and
Childbirth

My Pregnancy

My Pregnancy Diary

Pregnancy

Quickfinder
Pregnancy

Our Baby.
The First Year

The Big Book for
Baby’s First Year

Baby’s First Year

The New Nutrition
for Babies

The Big GU Baby Book

24.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

24.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

24.99 € [D]

Bestsellers CHILDREN

Bestsellers PARENTING

Any Child Can Learn
to Sleep

Children‘s Diseases
(Picture Guide)

Quickfinder: Homeopathy for Children

Sleep Well, Baby!

My Child’s First
Three Years

We Are Dad!

The Daddy
Handbook

But! I! Don’t!
Want! To!

The Parents‘
Trick Box

Understanding and
Calming my Crybaby

19.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

29.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

PA R E N T I N G & FA M I LY

more than 250,000 copies sold

Bestsellers CHILDREN

PEKiP

Natural Treatments for
Children’s Illnesses

Breastfeeding

Baby Massage

I Want a Baby

Homeopathy for
Children

Relaxed through
the Terrible Twos

Baby & Nutrition

My Highly Sensitive
Child

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]
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Gardening,
Pets & Home
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Be Polite to your Dog!
Communicating as equals

Understanding the
language of dogs and
communicating with
them as equals.

Communicating respectfully with your dog

Masih Samin,
Masih Samin, a young man from
Afghanistan who works in Cologne
as a dog behavioural therapist and
helps people to better understand
their dog and its conduct. He is well
known through his TV programmes
and his stage show “Sitz! Platz!
Vielleicht!”

Masih Samin explains how you can easily understand what your dog “tells” you.
He knows what he’s talking about: The experienced dog expert has worked with more than 1,000 dogs.

Human-to-dog interpreter:
The dog behavioural therapist teaches us to speak our dogs’ language.
This will allow us to understand their behaviour and to communicate well
with them so that our dogs can finally understand us.
Mindful communication:
Courtesy as the key to a happy life together.

Be Polite to your Dog!
Masih Samin

GARDENING, PETS & HOME

Mindfulness in communication is the key to a new relationship between human and dog.

192 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6683-8

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 October 2018
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1.

It’s all here:

2.

36 cards

AUSSTATTUNG

7

AUSSTATTUNG

with practical
instructions

in
with fascinat
nd
ou
gr
ck
ba
info

DAS RUNDUM-SORGLOS-PAKET MIT DER

DAS RICHTIGE SPIELZEUG

Mit Spielzeugen können Sie
toll mit Ihrem Hundekind
spielen. Aber auch für die
»Solo-Beschäftigung« des
Welpen sind sie nützlich.

Plus boogkdog

▶ Für Ziehspiele eignen sich

Practical cards, background knowledge and quality reward bag
so you can get started straightaway.

KATHARINA SCHLEGL-KOFLER

DAS RICHTIGE SPIELZEUG

Miteinander spielen:

Puppy Starter Box

WELPEN

WELPEN

Ziehtaue besonders. Aber
auch andere robuste Spielsachen sind oft der Hit.
▶ Bälle, Rascheltiere oder
eugs:
Auswahl des Spielz
mit »Quietschi« kön▶ Die Größe des Spielzeugs TiereSie spannend hinter
nen
.
passen
muss zum Welpen
Ihrem Körper verstecken
Vor allem darf es nicht zu
Dieses Begleitbuch bietet Ihnen:
und sie den Welpen erst
klein sein, damit er es nicht
2
3
nach ein paar Versuchen
verschlucken kann.
.
> wichtige Tipps, wie man ein sicheres
lassen
hen
erwisc
bei
Sie
▶ Berücksichtigen
Eis ist
auch
für das schafft,
Gewöh- was
▶ Manche Kauspielzeuge
Zuhause für
den
Welpen
Kauspielzeug:
der Auswahl des Spielzeugs,
nen an diestärkt,
Box toll
geeignet!
etwaGesundheit
seine
was
er unbedingt
▶ Kauspielzeug gibt es aus schmecken zusätzlich
ob Ihr Hundekind gern alles
nach
Hühnchen
oder
Käse.
▶
Sogenannte
Snackbälle
speoder
stoff
lernen muss und wie man eine starke
Nylon, Kunst
zerpflückt oder vielleicht
Friert man sie ein, haben sie lassen sich mit Leckerchen
rial.
imate
Gumm
ziellem
Bindung
aufbaut.
Teils
eher zum Tragen des
befüllen. Rollt der Welpe sie,
▶ Strukturen wie etwa Nop- eine kühlende Wirkung.
neigt. Im ersten Fall sollte
fallen die Häppchen nach
Zum Kuscheln und mehr:
pen massieren außerdem das
einegröpraktische
Übersicht,
> sind
Spielzeug sehr robust sein.
und nach
heraus. zu welchen
▶
Für
viele
Hunde
zum
regen
und
Zahnfleisch
Sie
entsprechende
Karten in der
Im zweiten darf es auch
ßere Plüschtiere derThemen
Hit.
▶ Welpen
lieben es, Papier
an.
Kauen
Box aber
finden.
etwas Weicheres sein.
zu zerfetzen. Leere Rollen
▶ Sie lassen sich tragen,
von Küchen- oder Toilettenauch durchschütteln.
1
Infos
zu ein
jeder
Karte,
oder
Karton
sor-zum
▶ Ist der Welpe müde,
kann papier
> zusätzliche
gen für
Menge Spaß!
er sich hingebungsvoll
Beian
spiel was
im eine
jeweiligen
Fall typisch
sein »Plüschi« kuscheln.
für den Welpen ist und wie man Risiken
Solo-Spieler:
TIPP:
vermeiden
kann.
▶ Ein sogenannter Kong
Geben Sie Ihrem Welpen
lässt sich etwa mit BananenimmerEinsatz
nur zwei,des
dreiBelohnungs
Spielden
richtigen
>
Quark-Brei füllen. Nach ein zeuge und tauschen sie die
beutels und die wichtigsten Pflege
paar Stunden im Gefriereinzelnen alle paar Tage aus.
maßnahmen
beim Welpen auf einen Blick.
schrank ist der Welpe
gut
So bleibt das Spielzeug inte-

STARTER-BOX

STARTER-BOX

Katharina Schlegl-Koﬂer
is an experienced dog trainer and
an expert for species-appropriate
dog-keeping. The certified dog
trainer has run a dog-training school
for more than 20 years. Here, dog
owners will find well-founded advice
and help for training their dog as well
as tips for relating to their pet.
Katharina Schlegl-Kofler is a
successful GU author; more than
400,000 copies of the bestselling
author’s guidebooks have been sold.

Das Begleitbuch

beschäftigt, sein »Eis« zu lut- ressant. Kaputtes Spielzeug
schen. Solche eine Hundeam besten entsorgen.
Welpen
x
er-Bo
Start
Begleitbuch
Seite 27

3.

ag
Reward gabm
es

Unique:
36 cards with practical istructions for a
happy life with your puppy. Plus accompanying
book with fascinating background info.

TOP SELLERS
more than 100,000 copies sold

For individualized use:
Simply pick the right card depending on the topic and find all the
information you need.

Cat Clicker Box

Dog Clicker Box

Puppy Play Box

Dog Training Box

Cat Play Box

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]
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For immediate playing and training fun:
Get started straightaway with the help of the practical reward bag.

Puppy Starter Box
Katharina Schlegl-Kofler
9 x 14 cm
Set of 36 cards, accompanyig book,
reward bag
978-3-8338-6642-5
14.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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for fun and
while training

When your Puppy becomes a Rowdy Teenager

On the Leash

Relaxed through your dog’s puberty

Relaxed leash training for dogs and their owners

Well-founded and focused:
All you need to know to
confidently handle a young
dog’s difficult years, when
a sensible but consistent
approach is more important
than ever.

Relaxed on the leash at last!
Dog expert Katharina von der
Leyen explains in her entertainingly direct way how to
make it happen in practice.

Sophie Strodtbeck
studied veterinary medicine.
Since 2001, she has focused
intensely on dog behaviour, passing
on her knowledge in lectures,
seminars and books.

Inspirational:
Attractive, modern look with
moody pictures.

Practical:
With tried-and-tested solutions
and step-by-step exercises.

Uwe Borchert
has advised dog owners for many
years with an emphasis on the social
relationship and communication
between dog and owner. He has
worked as a dog trainer and run
seminars on communication.

The all-round package:
Practical tips on education, nutrition and games as well as background information on hormones, castration and physical changes.
Problem? Solved!
Answers to the most common questions about problems
at a difficult time.
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When your Puppy
becomes a Rowdy Teenager
Sophie Strodtbeck, Uwe Borchert

OTHER TITLES BY THE AUTHOR

Revised new edition
224 pp., 17 x 23.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6646-3

On the Leash
Katharina von der Leyen

GARDENING, PETS & HOME

Greatly needed:
Training is especially important for young dogs that like to test and
push their limits.

Katharina von der Leyen
Katharina von der Leyen is Germany’s
top dog expert as regards attitude,
humans and dogs living together, and
everyday life with a dog..

192 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6645-6

19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 6 August 2018

19.99 € [D]
Practical Puppy Book

Off the Leash!

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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Chicken Basics
Keeping chickens for beginners

The young, modern guide
for beginners:
Easy-to-understand advice
on all you need to know,
from basic equipment to
behavioural insight – and if
you’re looking for great tips
to keep your chicken busy
you’ll find the answer here.

The all-round carefree package:
Everything worth knowing about choosing chickens, settling
them in, feeding them and caring for them, plus deluxe
henhouses.
A piece of modern country life:
Now in your kitchen: fresh eggs from your own chickens.

TOP SELLERS

Inspirational:
A fascinating insight into everyday life with chickens,
through interviews and reports.
Garden Basics – Gardening
for Beginners

Balcony Basics

Cat Basics

Puppy Basics

Chicken Basics
Esther Schmidt
144 pp., 23 x 24 cm
Softcover
978-3-8338-6643-2
16.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

Bee Basics

Price per book: 16.99 € [D]
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Esther Schmidt
is a very experienced and committed
keeper as well as a hobby breeder
of chickens, rabbits and other small
animals. On a large piece of land she
has created conditions that come
as close as possible to the animals’
original habitats.

Pets – the most successful Guides

The most successful GU Pet Guides

Bestsellers DOGS
more than 130,000 copies sold

Educating Puppies

It’s Easy to Train Dogs

Dogs – The Big
Practical Handbook

Learning to
Understand Dogs

José Arce’s Book
of Puppies

16.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

The Best Games
for Dogs

Dog and Owner –
Happy Together

How Dog Works!

Fetch!

The Best Life Hacks
for Dogs

12.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

The Aquarium

Nano Aquaria

Aquarium – Fun for
Children

Bearded Dragons

Hamsters

Keeping Chickens

Canaries

Rabbits Outdoors

Tortoises

Mice

Guinea Pigs

Rats

Freshwater Shrimps

Turtles

Budgies

Dwarf Hamsters

Dwarf Rabbits

B.A.R.F.
Diet for Dogs

Dog Clicker Training

Training Your Dog

Dog Language

Labrador Retrievers

Recall Training for
Dogs

Our Puppy

Maine Coon

Cats

Cat Clicker Training

Cat Language

Our Kitten

Cats in Flats

Cats - The Big
Practical Handbook

Cat Clicker Training Set

Learning to
Understand Cats

How Cat Works!

300 Questions on
Cat Behaviour

12.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

Cat Language

What Cats Really
Want

Cats in Flats

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

22.99 € [D]
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Cat Clicker Training
16.99 € [D]

The best Life Hacks
for Cats

GARDENING, PETS & HOME

Bestsellers CATS

14.99 € [D]

Price per book: 8.99 € [D]
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Wild Plants for Healing Incense

Growing Winter Vegetables

Recognizing and using the power of garden, woods and meadows

Good planning – rich harvest

Step-by-step to special
cultivation methods for a rich
harvest of fresh vegetables –
even in winter.
Detailed information on
winter vegetables, easy-tounderstand instructions for
building special beds and
practical advice for cultivation
methods such as mulching,
coldframes and foil tunnels.

The right plant for
every life situation:
50 portraits of native incense
plants with close-up pictures
for easy identification and tips
for collecting, processing and
storing herbs the right way.
Plus: Inspiration for incenseburning rituals throughout the
year.
Adolﬁne Nitschke
is a certified wild plant guide who
passes on her passion for herbs in
seminars, incense lectures and on
herbal walks. Her focus is on indigenous plants that can be used in folk
medicine, wild herb cuisine and
the incense tray.

Burkhard Bohne
is a trained gardener, garden planner
and since 1990 the technical director
of the medicinal plant garden at the
Technical University of Brunswick.
Von der Beetanlage bis zur Bodenbearbeitung
Gemüsepraxis im Herbst & Winter

die Folie zu,
Im nächsten Schritt schneidet man
sein als der
und zwar 10 cm länger und breiter
aus dem
Rahmen. Gut geeignet ist Gitterfolie
und
Gewächshausbau, sie ist lichtdurchlässig
im
stabil, sodass sie beim ersten Schneedruck
wird am Rahmen
Winter nicht zerreißt. Die Folie
man mit
festgetackert, was übersteht, schneidet
.
ab.
Teppichmesser
dem

EIN FRÜHBEET
BAUEN
en für Paletten
Ein Frühbeet lässt sich aus einem Aufsatzrahm
Vorteile. Es speichert auch
ganz einfach selbst bauen und hat viele
Gemüse vor zu starker Nässe.
im Winter Wärme und bewahrt das

DAS BRAUCHEN SIE:

die
Für die Abdeckung sägt man zunächst
Die beiden
Dachlatten auf die richtige Länge.
120 cm lang sein,
Latten für die Längsseite müssen
72 cm.
die für die kurzen Seiten messen
etwas Gefälle nach
Nun stellt man den Rahmen mit
Steine unterlegen. So
vorn auf – einfach an einer Seite
Deckel gut
kann Regenwasser bei geschlossenem
Abdeckung auf den
abfließen. Dann noch die fertige
Seite die beiden
Rahmen legen und an der hinteren
festschrauben.
Scharniere

cm)

• 1 Palettenaufsatzrahmen (120 × 80
• 2 Dachlatten (200 × 4 × 2 cm
× 90 cm)
• lichtdurchlässige Gitterfolie (130
Scharniere
• 4 Wnkel, Schrauben (30 mm), 2
• Säge, Metermaß, Stift, Schraubenzieher,
Teppichmesser und Tacker

Dachlatten
Nun verschraubt man die zugesägten
zieht man
mit den 4 Metallwinkeln. Die Schrauben
erst zum Schluss fest an.

die Abdeckung gut
Zum Schluss wird kontrolliert, ob
genutzt. Arbeitet
beweglich ist, denn sie wird häufig
lüften, klappt man sie
man im Frühbeet oder will man
Frost wird sie
einfach auf. Bei zu viel Regen oder
im Winter sollte
geschlossen. Nicht vergessen: Auch
viel gelüftet werden!
35

Reflection:
Discovering for yourself old customs and rituals combined with
modern and easy incense burning in practice.
Therapeutic incense burning:
Promoting health and wellbeing in an easy, natural way.
Close to nature:
Getting to know and appreciate our native flora.
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Wild Plants for Healing Incense
Adolfine Nitschke
192 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6242-7
19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018

The hot topic of self-sufficiency, now also for winter:
At last a way to close the supply gap between November and April.
Step-by-step instructions:
Special cultivation methods for year-round growing success.
Know-how:
Detailed plant portraits for guaranteed harvest happiness.

Growing Winter Vegetables
Burkhard Bohne
176 pp., 18.5 x 24.2 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6705-7
19.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 10 September 2018
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34

Garden of Delights
Beautiful combinations of ornamental and edible plants

Hot topic:
Combines the topic of self-sufficiency with the desire for an
attractive garden.
Inspiration and practice:
Provides lots of inspiration for design and practical instructions
to use in your own garden.
A wealth of plants:
Presents numerous attractive plants in portrait (200 plants),
offering a rich selection for individual garden designs.
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Garden of Delights
Christine Breier
228 pp., 21 x 26.5 cm
Hardcover
978-3-8338-6641-8
29.99 € [D]
Date of publication: 12 November 2018
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A garden that is beautiful
and self-sufficient!
Basic knowledge of garden
design and practical, easy
instructions for beautifully
combining ornamental and
edible plants.
Plus: Inspiration from
the historic jardin potager
of the French Renaissance
châteaux, via traditional
rural cottage gardens right
up to presentday urban
gardening projects.

Gardening – the most successful Guides

Home – the most successful Guides

The Gardening Year
for Beginners

Quickfinder
Gardening Year

Pruning

The Easy-Care Garden

Garden
Step by Step

The Glow

The Glow Code

Hygge at Home

My Favourite Knitting Ideas
for Little and Large

My Favourite Knitting
Ideas for Babies

9.99 € [D]

17.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

9.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

12.99 € [D]

My Gardening Year

My Gardening
Know-How

The “Weeds” in my
Garden

The Permaculture
Principle

Old Vegetables
Re-discovered

A Cut Above

Sewing Workshop

Cozy Knitting

Love Pieces

Sew Me

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

19.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

Raise the Bed!

Gardening with
Raised Beds

Self-Sufficiency Basics

The best Life Hacks for
Successful Gardening

Snacking Balcony for
Lazybones

14.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

14.99 € [D]

16.99 € [D]

The most successful GU Gardening Guides

Nimble Ground Cover

Price per book: 8.99 € [D]
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Garden Paradise
for Birds

Raised Beds

Herbs in Containers

How to Prune Plants

Crocheting for Babies

Crochet Your Favourite
Animals

Crocheting Hats,
Scarves & Snoods

Knitting Hats

Ponchos & Capes

Jumpers & Cardigans

Knitting

Super-Easy Knits

Sewing Handbags

Knitting Scarves

GARDENING, PETS & HOME

The most successful GU Creative Guides

Price per book: 8.99 € [D]
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